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a b s t r a c t
Context: More than half the literature on software effort estimation (SEE) focuses on model comparisons.
Each of those requires a sampling method (SM) to generate the train and test sets. Different authors use
different SMs such as leave-one-out (LOO), 3Way and 10Way cross-validation. While LOO is a deterministic algorithm, the N-way methods use random selection to build their train and test sets. This introduces
the problem of conclusion instability where different authors rank effort estimators in different ways.
Objective: To reduce conclusion instability by removing the effects of a sampling method’s random test
case generation.
Method: Calculate bias and variance (B&V) values following the assumption that a learner trained on the
whole dataset is taken as the true model; then demonstrate that the B&V and runtime values for LOO
are similar to N-way by running 90 different algorithms on 20 different SEE datasets. For each algorithm,
collect runtimes, B&V values under LOO, 3Way and 10Way.
Results: We observed that: (1) the majority of the algorithms have statistically indistinguishable B&V
values under different SMs and (2) different SMs have similar run times.
Conclusion: In terms of their generated B&V values and runtimes, there is no reason to prefer N-way over
LOO. In terms of reproducibility, LOO removes one cause of conclusion instability (the random selection
of train and test sets). Therefore, we depreciate N-way and endorse LOO validation for assessing effort
models.
© 2013 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The largest research topic in software effort estimation (hereafter, SEE) is the introduction and evaluation of new, and empirical
comparison of, prediction methods. In a comprehensive systematic review Jørgensen and Shepperd report more than 60% of the
reviewed SEE papers deal with this topic (Jørgensen and Shepperd,
2007).
Assessing new prediction methods is complicated by small sample sizes of the training data. Valerdi (2011) and Hihn (Menzies
et al., 2006) offer the rule of thumb that there should be ﬁve to ten
rows of training data per attribute. Most effort estimation data sets
are smaller than that: for example, ﬁve recent effort estimation
publications (Mendes et al., 2003; Auer et al., 2006; Baker, 2007;
Kocaguneli et al., 2012; Li et al., 2009) use data sets with dozens of
attributes but only a handful of rows (median values of the number
of rows are 13, 15, 31, 33, 52, respectively).
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As a result, prediction models tend to be over ﬁtted to the particulars of the training data used in particular studies. This leads
to the problem of conclusion instability; i.e. different studies make
different conclusions regarding what is the “best” effort estimator.
Myrtveit et al. (2005) and Shepperd and Kadoda (2001) studied a
large number of synthetic data sets (generated from distributions
found in a real-world data set). They found that, as they changed the
conditions of their experiments, no method was consistently best
across every condition. Speciﬁcally, the performance of a method
depends on:
1. The dataset;
2. The evaluation method used to assess model accuracy;
3. The generation method used to build training and test sets.
Elsewhere, we have addressed points #1 and #2 (Keung et al., 2012;
Kocaguneli et al., 2011): If Ri is the rank of method Mj within a set
of M methods, then we use ır to denote the maximum rank change
of that method as we alter the evaluation method and the data
set. Our own experiments conﬁrmed Shepperd’s previous work;
i.e. that ır =
/ 0. Hence, we cannot say for certain that a method
ranked at Ri is always better than another ranked at Ri+1 . However,
we have found that if we analyzed enough methods using enough
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• LOO conducts many repeated calculations over the same data
sets. If those calculations are cached and re-used later in the LOO,
then the runtimes for LOO become close to those of N-way.

Fig. 1. SEE papers that use different SEE methods.

evaluation methods, then the ranking variability is much smaller
than the number of methods; i.e. for large M, ır  |M|. That is, given
90 methods, we can say that (a) the top 30 are better than the bottom 30; (b) the value of the methods ranked 31–59 is unknown; so
(c) we should focus on those methods in the top third (Keung et al.,
2012). Other experiments have conﬁrmed the superiority of those
top ranked methods (Kocaguneli et al., 2011).
This paper focuses on the third point listed above; i.e. the generation method used to build training and test sets. SEE research uses
historical data to estimate future performance. The induced predictor is tested on data that is not used in generating the predictor.
In practice, this means using some sampling method (SM) to divide
historical data into:
• Training data that the prediction system can learn from
• Unseen or test validation data that is used to assess predictive
accuracy.
SEE validation studies adopt different SMs such as leave-one-out
(LOO), 3Way and 10Way (Demsar, 2006; Alpaydin, 2004; Lessmann
et al., 2008; Seni and Elder, 2010) (the details of these SMs are given
in Section 2.3). As shown in Fig. 1, there is no consensus in the SEE
literature as to which SM should be used to evaluate new predictors. Note that, in that ﬁgure, many researchers use some variant
of N-way. We argue that the use of N-way contributes signiﬁcantly
to the conclusion instability problem. The randomization step of
N-way makes the results virtually unrepeatable since a sequence
of random numbers are usually very different when generated by
different algorithms implemented in different languages running
different toolkits on different platforms. This means that an N-way
analysis incurs the problem of point #3, discussed above.
On the other hand, a LOO analysis is deterministic and repeatable since, given access to the same data, it is possible to generate
identical train and test sets. However, there are two problems with
LOO: the high variance and long runtimes:
• High variance: In theory, as discussed below, the results of a LOO
analysis will have a higher variance and lower bias compared to
an N-way study. This introduces a complication into the analysis;
e.g. using LOO it will be harder to distinguish the performance of
different methods since the performance of those methods will
exhibit a wider variability.
• Long runtimes: A 3-way analysis of 1000 examples will require
the construction of three effort models. On the other hand, a LOO
analysis of the sample examples will require the construction
of 1000 effort models. If the effort model is slow to generate
(e.g. some genetic algorithm exploring all subsets of possible
attributes Li et al., 2009) then 1000 repeats is impractically slow.
We show in this paper that neither of these problems are necessarily an issue:
• For 20 data sets from the PROMISE repository, we show that the
bias and variance (B&V) of results generated by LOO is statistically
indistinguishable from 10-way and 3-way. That is, while in theory LOO and N-way studies generate different results, in practice,
those differences are insigniﬁcant.

A likely objection to these results would be: Why should one
of the three SMs, in particular LOO, be preferred over the others if they are indistinguishable in terms of bias, variance and
run times? That is a very valid objection. If the experimental conditions require researchers to use randomization in their use of
SMs (e.g. N-way), then they should do so. On the other hand,
if the experimental conditions allow researchers to pick up any
SM; then, unlike N-Way SMs, LOO would let another research
team to exactly replicate a prior work. Furthermore, the results
of LOO would allow us to see per instance estimation performance. In other words, if one research team shares their estimates
for each and every instance of a data set, the other research
team can not only compare aggregate performance measures
(such as MMRE, MdMRE and Pred(25)), but also can compare
how good their estimate is for each instance. This type of a
replication process would help immensely in addressing the conclusion instability. A recent special issue in Empirical Software
Engineering Journal targeted the issue of conclusion instability (Menzies and Shepperd, 2012). All the papers submitted to that
special issue unanimously accepted that conclusion instability is
a pressing issue and needs to be handled. In this research, we
target one aspect of the instability problem and provide empirical evidence as to why LOO should be preferred over N-Way
SMs.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. First, we present
some background notes on effort estimation and the deﬁnitions of
bias and variance (note that B&V will be used as an acronym for
“bias and variance” from now on). Second, we describe an experiment comparing bias and variance. Third, we explore the runtimes
associated with LOO vs. N-way. Our conclusion will be that there
is no reason from the effort estimation community to suffer with
N-way studies:
• The deterministic nature of LOO studies makes them more
repeatable.
• They are not necessarily slower than N-way.
• Nor do they generate different biases and variances.
2. Background
2.1. Effort estimation
Effort estimation is the activity of predicting the amount of
effort required to complete a software development project (Keung,
2008). Estimation activities are carried out through:
• algorithmic methods
• non-algorithmic methods
Algorithmic methods learn a model from historical data and pass
new projects through that model to generate their estimates. The
number of proposed algorithmic methods and associated variants
easily exceed tens of thousands. Fig. 3 of Keung et al. (2012) shows
that for analogy-based effort estimation (which is just one branch
of algorithmic methods), likely combinations are more than 6000.
Some other examples to algorithmic methods are: various kinds of
regression (simple, partial least square, stepwise, regression trees),
neural networks and instance-based algorithms, just to name a few.
In Appendix A we provide the algorithmic methods used in this
study.
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Non-algorithmic methods utilize the best knowledge of experienced human experts. Such non-algorithmic methods, a.k.a.
expert-based estimation, is deﬁned to be a human intensive
approach that is most commonly adopted in practice (Jørgensen,
2004). In expert-based variants, estimates are produced by domain
experts based on their very own personal experience. On one hand,
these methods are ﬂexible and intuitive as they can be applied in a
variety of circumstances where other estimating techniques do not
work. For example, when there is no historical data or the requirements of a project are unavailable at the initial stages, a rough
estimate in a very short period of time can be provided by expert
estimates. On the other hand – regardless of the efforts to establish
guidelines for expert-based methods (Jørgensen, 2004) – there are
still many ad hoc methods used in practice. Shepperd et al. (1996) do
not consider expert based estimation as an empirical method, since
the means of deriving an estimate are not explicit and therefore
not repeatable, nor easily transferable to other staff. In addition,
knowledge relevancy is also a problem, as an expert may not be
able to justify estimates for a new application domain. Lastly, from
an experimental point of view SMs do not make sense for expert
estimates, because expert estimates are based on the expert’s personal experience rather than different divisions of train/test sets.
Hence, the rest of this paper excludes non-algorithmic methods
from the discussion of bias and variance.
2.2. Deﬁning bias and variance
A typical SEE dataset consists of a matrix X and a vector Y. The
input variables (a.k.a. features) are stored in X, where each row
corresponds to an observation and each column corresponds to a
particular variable. Similarly, the dependent variable is stored in a
vector Y, where for each observation in X there exists a response
value.
The variable we try to predict (effort value) is stored in vector
Y, and the independent variables that deﬁne software projects are
stored in the columns of the matrix X (i.e. each column of X is a
vector corresponding to the values of an independent variable). Let
us assume that an element of the vector Y, y0 ∈ R, is the dependent variable value corresponding to an instance vector (row) of X,
x0 ∈ Rn , where n is the number of independent features. Also let us
assume that these two are related to one another in the following
manner (Hastie et al., 2008):
y0 = f (x0 ) + 

(1)

where;
• f(x0 ) is the true model that we cannot know, but try to model
using an estimation method, e.g. linear regression;
• and  is assumed to be a normally distributed error term with
zero mean and a variance of Var() = 2 , i.e. ∼N(0, 2 )
Although we cannot know the true model f(x0 ), it is possible to
model it using an estimation method like linear regression trained
on the training data (which is generated by an SM). The estimated
model is represented with f̂ (x0 ) and it is learned using the training
data. Note that the  parameter is used as the noise term. In other
words, if we had inﬁnite data to learn the true model, we would
perfectly model the true model, i.e. f (x0 ) = f̂ (x0 ); in this case, there
would be no bias or variance. However, there would still be noise
associated with the actual data itself, which is represented with
 and there would be a so-called “irreducible error” due to noise,
which would be the Var() = 2 . So as to measure the error between
an actual value, y0 , and the corresponding prediction given by f̂ (x0 ),
we can make use of an error function represented by L(y0 , f̂ (x0 )).
Some examples of error functions are squared loss and absolute
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loss. Following the previous literature (Hastie et al., 2008; Seni and
Elder, 2010; Molinaro et al., 2005), we will make use of the squared
error loss function, which is provided in Eq. (2).
L(y0 , f̂ (x0 )) = (y0 − f̂ (x0 ))2

(2)

If we model f(x0 ) using f̂ (x0 ) that is trained on the training data,
the error is deﬁned as:
Error(x0 )



2

y0 − f̂ (x0 )

|x0



=

E

=

2 + E[f̂ (x0 ) − f (x0 )]

=

2 + Bias (f̂ (x0 )) + Var(f̂ (x0 ))



2





+ E f̂ (x0 ) − E[f̂ (x0 )]

2

where,
• The 1stTerm, 2 , is the irreducible error;
• The 2ndTerm, Bias2 (f̂ (x0 )), is the square of bias;
• The 3rdTerm, Var(f̂ (x0 )), is the variance.
The explanations of these terms are as follows:
• The 1stTerm is the so-called “irreducible error”, i.e. the variance of
the actual model around its true mean. Since we cannot possibly
know the variation of the actual data, recall that we used the
∼N(0, 2 ) assumption. This variance is inevitable regardless of
how well we model f(x0 ).
• The 2ndTerm is the square of the bias. Bias is deﬁned to be the
measure of how different the model estimates are from the true
mean of the underlying model, i.e. (E[f̂ (x0 ) − f (x0 )]). Hence, the
second term of the derivation turns out to be the square of the
bias.
• The 3rdTerm is the variance of the estimated model. It is the
expectation of the squared deviation of the estimated model from
its own mean.
Seni and Elder warns about the calculation of bias that it cannot be computed but can be used as a helpful theoretical concept
(see p. 23 of Seni and Elder, 2010). The biggest handicap towards
calculation of bias comes from the fact that we can never know
the true model (Seni and Elder, 2010; Molinaro et al., 2005), unless
it was designed as a mathematical model in the ﬁrst place. Then
we cannot derive the bias (see the true model, f(x0 ), in the derivation). That is a critical problem that needs to be handled, if we are to
make empirical investigations on the B&V trade-off in SEE. Without
concrete deﬁnitions of “bias”; hence the “true model”, B&V discussions regarding sampling methods in SEE will be nothing more than
expert opinions.
To handle that problem, we need to make assumptions
regarding the true model. A successful application of such an
assumption is provided by Molinaro et al.: A learner trained on
the whole dataset is taken as the true model (Molinaro et al., 2005).
This approach is quite useful as it replaces the unknown true model
with a known, mathematically deﬁnable model; thereby, enabling
the bias derivation. In our experimentation we used the option
provided by Molinaro et al. (2005).
2.3. In theory, SMs affect results
We can group the SMs used in SEE literature into two main
groups: Leave-one-out (LOO) and N-Way. The difference between
these SMs is as follows:
LOO:
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Take one instance at a time as the test set
Build the learner on the remaining N − 1 instances (training set)
Use the model to estimate for the test set.
N-Way:
Randomize order of rows in data
Divide dataset into ˇ bins of size close or equal to N/ˇ, where N is
the number of instances in a data set and ˇ is the number of bins,
e.g. in 3Way, ˇ = 3
Use each subset as the test set and the remaining subsets as the
training set
Repeat this procedure multiple times: Hall and Holmes (2003)
recommend ten repeats of a 10-way study.

• 3Way: Low variance, high bias (see lower right of Fig. 2)
• 10Way: Values between LOO and 3Way (see center of Fig. 2)
The results of this paper can be expressed with respect to Fig. 2:
the empirical results (reported below) cannot distinguish between
the B&V of LOO, 3Way, and 10Way.
3. Experiment1: comparing bias and variance
This section describes an experiment to compare B&V for LOO
and N-way.
3.1. Algorithms: pre-processors and learners

An important question associated with SMs is how B&V relate to
different choices of the training size (K). To answer this question,
we make two observations. Given a data set D of ﬁxed size, and test
and training data sets D = train ∪ test, then:
• The training set grows progressively smaller from LOO to 10way
to 3way.
• The test set grows progressively larger from LOO to 10way to
3way.
The ﬁrst observation effects the bias and the second observation
effects the variance. To see that, recall that any induction algorithms seeks for a target concept in some training data. As a training
set gets smaller, it becomes less likely to contain examples that
describe the target. Hence, the induction algorithm will “miss” the
target and the resulting model will be biased (its predictions will
deviate away from true model values, i.e. f(x0 )). That is, in theory,
bias will increase from LOO to 10way to 3way. In the seminal work
of Kitchenham et al., the effects of SMs on B&V is also discussed and
they foresee the importance of experimental investigation of B&V
values on SEE data sets, which is followed in our research.
On the other hand, as the training set shrinks, the test set grows.
To understand the effect of test set size N on the variance, recall that
variance is the difference between each prediction and the mean
of all the predictions (); i.e.



N



Var(f̂ (x0 )) = E f̂ (x0 ) − E[f̂ (x0 )] =

i

(Xi − )
N

.

Note that lim Var(f̂ (x0 )) = ∞; i.e. smaller tests sets can have larger
N→0

variance. Hence, in theory, variance will increase from 3way to
10way to LOO.
In summary, according to the above discussion, we would
expect:
• LOO: High variance, low bias (see upper left of Fig. 2)

Variance Values

• Learners and pre-processors must come from SEE literature; (e.g.
Lum et al., 2008; Mendes et al., 2003; Jørgensen and Shepperd,
2007; Shepperd et al., 1996; Kultur et al., 2008; Shepperd and
Schoﬁeld, 1997; Chang, 1974; Venkatachalam, 1993; Boehm
et al., 2000).
• Learners must make different assumptions about the data.
This second criteria is based on data-mining theory that different
learners are built on different assumptions, hence they have different biases (Kittler et al., 1998; Alpaydin, 1998; Dietterich, 2000;
Ghosh, 2002).
We hence used 10 pre-processors:
•
•
•
•

Three simple preprocessors: none, norm, and log;
One feature synthesis method: PCA;
Two feature selection methods: SFS and SWreg;
Four discretization methods: Based on equal frequency/width.
and 9 learners:

•
•
•
•

Two iterative dichotomizers: CART(yes), CART(no);
A neural net: NNet;
Four regression methods: LReg, PCR, PLSR, SWReg.
Two instance-based learners: ABE0-1NN, ABE0-5NN;

Note that “ABE” is short for analogy-based effort estimation.
ABE0-kNN is a standard analogy-based estimator with execution
steps of:
• Normalization of data to zero-one interval;
• A Euclidean distance measure;
• Estimates generated using the k nearest neighbors.
For detailed descriptions of all these learners, see Appendix A.

3 Way
10Way
LOO

10

This study uses 10 different pre-processors × 9 learners = 90 algorithms. The selection is based on two criteria:

3.2. Experiments

8
3.2.1. Generate true model f(x)
Each algorithm is trained on each entire dataset and the estimates are stored as the values of f(x). The values of f(x) will be used
for B&V calculations.

6
4
2
0
0

2

4

6

8

10

Bias Values
Fig. 2. A simple simulation for the “expected” case of B&V relation to testing
strategies.

3.2.2. Get estimates
Let Ai (i ∈ {1, 2, . . ., 90}) be one of the 90 algorithms and let Dj
(j ∈ {1, 2, . . ., 20}) be one of the 20 datasets. Also let SMk (k ∈ {1, 2, 3})
be one of the 3 SMs. In this step every Ai is run on every Dj subject
to every SMk . In other words every Ai × Dj × SMk combination is
exhausted, and related predictions are stored to be used for B&V
calculations.
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3.2.3. Calculate B&V values
The f(x) values and predictions coming from Ai × Dj × SMk runs
are used to calculate the B&V. At the end of this step, we have separate B&V values for every Ai × Dj × SMk . Another interpretation is
that for every algorithm-dataset combination (Ai × Dj ) we have 3
values of B&V (1 for each SMi ).
3.2.4. Statistical check on B&V values
In this step we check if the B&V values for every Ai × Dj combination are statistically different from one another (checks are based
on Mann–Whitney at 95% conﬁdence interval). This way we can
see if the run of an algorithm on a single dataset subject to different SMs generate signiﬁcantly different B&V values. Since we have
3 different SMs, for every Ai × Dj there are 3 different tuples to look
at: LOO vs. 3Way; LOO vs. 10Way; 3Way vs. 10Way. For each tuple
we ask Mann–Whitney if the B&V values coming from Ai × Dj are
different under the SM’s of that tuple. We note down whether they
are not statistically different (i.e. they “tie”) or not. After processing
all the SM tuples for all Ai × Dj , we can see what percent of the 90
algorithms generated statistically same B&V values for different SM
tuples and for different datasets. The pseudo-code for this process
is given in Fig. 3.
3.3. Datasets
There is at least one study in SEE using one or more of the 20
datasets used in our study (see Fig. 4). Therefore, the results presented here are based on a large corpus and concern a number of
previously published SEE studies. The description of 20 datasets
used in this study are provided in Fig. 5. These datasets are available
at https://code.google.com/p/promisedata/.
In terms of geography, our datasets are very diverse.
Three of these data sets (nasa93 center 1, nasa93 center 2,
nasa93 center 5) come from different development centers around
the United States. Other data sets come from around the world:
• The desharnais dataset includes Canadian software projects,
• cocomo81 and nasa93 include projects developed in the United
States,
• sdr, contains projects of various software companies in
Turkey (Bakir et al., 2009).
Some other data sets (cocomo81e, cocomo81o, cocomo81s)
represent different kinds of projects (embedded, organic and

Fig. 4. A sample of effort estimation papers that use the data sets explored in this
paper.

semi-detached respectively) developed by different team sizes and
under different constraints (Boehm, 1981). Sdr contains data from
recent projects of various software companies in Turkey. Sdr is
collected by Softlab, the Bogazici University Software Engineering Research Laboratory (Bakir et al., 2009). The albrecht data set
consists of projects completed in IBM in the 1970s (Albrecht and
Gaffney, 1983). The ﬁnnish data set contains 40 projects from
different companies and was collected by a single person in the
90s (Kitchenham and Känsälä, 1993). The two projects with missing values are omitted here; hence we use 38 instances. Kemerer is
a rather small dataset with 15 instances, whose details can be found
in Kemerer (1987). Maxwell is another relatively new data set
(projects from late 90s early 00s) that comes from ﬁnance domain
and is composed of Finnish banking software projects. Details are
given in Maxwell (2002). Miyazaki contains projects developed in
COBOL (Miyazaki et al., 1994). Telecom contains projects which are
enhancements to a U.K. telecommunication product (Shepperd and
Schoﬁeld, 1997).
Note also in Fig. 5, the skewness of the effort values (up to 6.06):
The datasets are extremely heterogeneous with as much as 60-fold
variation. There is also some divergence in the features used to
describe the datasets:

Fig. 3. Comparing B&V values coming from different Ai × Dj combinations under different SM tuples. This comparison helps us see what percentage of 90 methods “tie” w.r.t.
B&V values.
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Fig. 5. The 1198 projects used in this study come from 20 data sets. Indentation in column one denotes that indented dataset is a subset of another one.

Also note that SEE data sets come from speciﬁc contexts and
organizations, which are inﬂuential on the characteristics of the
data sets. As can be seen in Fig. 5, the data sets used in this study
come from a variety of different contexts and organizations operating in different countries. One aspect of the data sets coming from
different contexts is that we are able to observe the behavior of
B&V related to different SM’s on very different data sets. Another
aspect is that it is difﬁcult to make a statement about the quality of
each data set. Although these data sets have been used extensively
in SEE community, investigation of data quality issues is an important future direction to this study. Furthermore, replication of this
study on proprietary data sets may provide further evidence.
Meta-analysis methods like the investigation of the effect size as
a complementary step on the statistical tests is a promising direction. For example, the literature review of Kampenes et al. (2007)
present a good framework on the application of meta-analysis
techniques and shows how to identify the effect sizes in software
engineering studies. Meta analysis of the results coming from SEE
data sets may be beneﬁcial for practitioner audiences, since – as
also pointed out by Kampenes et al. (2007) – statistically signiﬁcant differences in comparison of two populations may have a very
limited effect. Such a meta-analysis deserves a study on its own
right and may be followed as a future work to this research.
3.4. Results
After calculating the B&V values for 90 algorithms on all the
datasets, we were unable to observe the behavior of Fig. 2, i.e. we did
not observe three clusters at predicted B&V zones. On the contrary,

we observed that B&V values associated with different SMs were
very close to one another.
For example, see in Fig. 6 the mean B&V values of 90 algorithms
for china data set. Note that different SMs are represented with different symbols and for every SM there are 90 symbol occurrences
corresponding to 90 algorithms. The B&V values associated with
each SM overlap, instead of forming separate clusters. Also, the
expected relative low and high B&V values of SMs (see Fig. 2 for
expected low and high) were not visible too. Unlike the expected
behavior, the actual B&V values were both high, regardless of the
utilized SM.
We have conducted these experiments on all the datasets and
generated Fig. 6 for every dataset. However, the results are the
same:
1. The expected behavior was not found LOO, 3-Way and 10Way;
2. The different SMs did not form distinct clusters (as witnessed by
the overlapping B&V values of LOO, 3-Way and 10Way in Fig. 6).
There is insufﬁcient space to repeat Fig. 6 for every dataset.
Hence, we summarized these B&V values in terms of quartile charts
of Fig. 7. Fig. 7 shows every dataset in a separate row, which is then
divided into 3 sub-rows. Sub-rows correspond to 3 different SMs
and they show the related B&V quartile charts separately. In every
quartile chart, the median (represented with a dot), 25th quartile

18
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• While data sets have some effort values in common (measured in
terms of man-months or man-hours), no other feature is shared
by all data sets.
• The COCOMO and NASA data sets (i.e. cocomo81,
cocomo81e, cocomo81o, cocomo81s, nasa93, nasa93 center 1,
nasa93 center 2, nasa93 center 5) use the features deﬁned
by Boehm (1981); e.g. analyst capability, required software
reliability, memory constraints, and use of software tools.
• The other data sets use a wide variety of features including,
number of entities in the data model, number of basic logical
transactions, query count and number of distinct business units
serviced.

16
14
12
LOO
3 Way
10 Way

10
8
3

3.5

4

4.5

5

Bias Values
Fig. 6. B&V values for china data set (shown values are the natural logarithm of the
actual values).
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Fig. 7. B&V values in quartiles for all datasets. Black dots denote median values. Horizontal lines denote the inter-quartile range (25–75 percentile band). In many results,
the inter-quartile range is so small that it disappears behind the median dots. For the purposes of display, all the bias values were normalized min to max (of each dataset
row), 0–100 (ditto with variance). The key observation from this result is that within each group of SMs, the B&V are very similar.

(the left horizontal line-end) and the 75th quartile (the right horizontal line-end) are shown. Note that all of Fig. 6 appears as the
last 3 rows of Fig. 7.
Fig. 8 shows what percent of 90 algorithms “tied” w.r.t. to
Mann–Whitney; i.e. difference in their B&V values were statistically
indifferent. See Fig. 3 for the pseudo-code of the comparison of B&V
values w.r.t. Mann–Whitney. Every cell of Fig. 8 reports the percentage of methods (out of 90) that “tied” for particular SM tuples
(LOO vs. 3Way, LOO vs. 10Way, 3Way vs. 10Way) under different
datasets.
The distributions of Fig. 8 are summarized in Fig. 9: note the
high number of ties. That is, measured in the number of ties as
witnessed by Mann–Whitney, these results were the same more
often than not.
In order to better explore the deltas between our treatments, we
applied a 1-way ANOVA analysis. 1-way ANOVA test takes a vector
of output values (bias and variance one at a time) and a factor, which

in our case is the sampling method. The p-value yielded by this 1way ANOVA tests the null hypothesis that all samples are drawn
from populations with the same mean. If a p-value is near zero,
then this casts doubt on the null hypothesis, i.e. at least one of the
sample means is signiﬁcantly different than the others. The p-value
for bias values is: 0.107, which is a border value for a signiﬁcance
level of 99%. Similarly, p-value for the variance values is: 0.348 for
a signiﬁcance level of 99%.
Due to: (1) the border p-value of ANOVA and (2) the fact that
ANOVA assumes sample distributions are Gaussian, which is hardly
the case for the observed B&V values. To see the non-Gaussian
behavior of B&V values, refer to ﬁgures provided in the following
link: http://goo.gl/TLNbg, where B&V values are plotted in the form
of 10-bin equal-width histograms for each SM and dataset. We also
performed a Friedman test (which is a rank-based non-parametric
test) followed by a multiple comparison test. Friedman’s test is
appropriate when the assumptions of a parametric test do not hold
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Fig. 8. Percentage of algorithms for which B&V values coming from different SMs are
the same (according to Mann–Whitney at 95). Note the very high percentage values,
meaning that for the majority of the algorithms different SMs generate values that
are not statistically different.

and when we are interested in the effects of treatments (represented by columns) under study (Hollander and Wolfe, 1999). In
our study columns represent the B&V values (separately) coming
from 3 different SM’s. The Friedman test compares the means of
multiple groups to test the hypothesis that “they are all the same”, vs.
they are not all the same. When this differentiation is too general,
i.e. when we want to see further information regarding which pairs
of means are different and which are not, we follow the Friedman
test with a rank-based multiple comparison procedure (Hochberg
and Tamhane, 1987). The conﬁdence level used for the multiple
comparison test is 99%. Based on the selected conﬁdence interval,
multiple comparison test calculates the span of conﬁdence interval in terms of ranks around the mean rank value of each SM.
The expectation is that for two sample means to be statistically
different, their span of conﬁdence interval around the mean rank
should form disjoint sets. For actual B&V values see the csv ﬁle at
http://goo.gl/ZGMBk. In this link you will also ﬁnd a “readme” ﬁle
explaining the contents. The code to generate Fig. 10 is given in
this link too. For further implementation details regarding friedman and multcompare functions of MATLAB, refer to Hochberg and
Tamhane (1987) and Hollander and Wolfe (1999) as well as related
Mathworks tutorials.
Fig. 10 shows the results of the multiple comparison test. The
x-axis of this ﬁgure shows the average ranks (according to bias and
variance values, separately) corresponding to different sampling
methods. The y-axis shows the ID’s of the sampling methods (1
is for LOO, 2 is for 3Way and 3 is for 10Way). The mean ranks of
each sampling method is represented with a symbol and an interval
around the symbol. The interval – so-called comparison interval –
shows the span of the conﬁdence interval for each SM (the selected
conﬁdence interval here is 99%). Two means are statistically different from one another if their comparison intervals are disjoint. As
can be seen in Fig. 10, none of the SM’s has a disjoint comparison
interval, i.e. none of the SM’s is signiﬁcantly different.
4. Experiment2: reducing the run-times for LOO

Fig. 9. Percentiles of number of ties from Fig. 8.

The total execution time of the experimentation is associated
with a particular implementation method, i.e. different implementations of the same algorithm will have different run times.
Therefore, we used standard MATLAB functions in this study: All
methods except ABE0-1NN and ABE0-5NN, and all pre-processors
except discretizers are found in MATLAB libraries.
The run times are also expected to be greatly affected by particular SMs. Each SM dictates a different number of times a learner
is trained. The training-time of a learner is much greater than the
testing-time since, once a learner is trained, the prediction for a
particular test instance can be very quick. Below are the number of
training times required for each SM on a single dataset:

Fig. 10. Friedman test followed by multiple-comparison test. The x-axis shows the average ranks, whereas the y-axis shows the ID’s of the SM’s: 1 is for LOO, 2 is for 3Way
and 3 is for 10Way. Two means are statistically different from one another if their comparison intervals are disjoint. None of the SM’s has a disjoint comparison interval.
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Fig. 11. The run times in seconds. The expected order of SMs from fastest to lowest
(3Way, LOO, 10Way) holds, however the difference is in the order of minutes.

• LOO: N trains where N is the dataset size.
• 3Way: 10repeats × 3bins = 30trains
• 10Way: 10repeats × 10bins = 100trains
For 20 datasets in this study (a total of 1198 instances), we expect
the following training times:
• LOO: 1198 trains.
• 3Way: 30 trains/dataset ×20 datasets = 600 trains
• 10Way: 100 trains/dataset ×20 datasets = 2000 trains
From above number of training times, we expect 3Way to be the
fastest SM, followed by LOO and 10Way.
In Fig. 11 we see run times for 20 datasets. Our expectation that
3Way would be the fastest SM followed by LOO, then 10Way holds.
However, the difference is much smaller than expected. Although
there are orders of magnitude differences between SMs in terms of
train-times, the run time difference is limited to a couple of minutes. Therefore, run time is not a critical factor in the choice of
SMs.
One word of caution is that ABE0-kNN variants are the slowest
methods in our experiments and if such slow methods are to be
employed with LOO, then they need to be implemented carefully.
Initially we coded ABE0 − 1NN and ABE0 − 5NN without regard to
optimization: i.e. for every test instance, its distance to all the training instances were calculated from scratch. This way of brute-force
implementation skyrockets the run times associated with LOO. The
solution is to calculate the distance matrix of a dataset only once
and cache that for future uses in LOO. The run time of the cached
implementation for LOO – as given in Fig. 11 – is 9,960 s, whereas
the brute-force implementation is 25,920 s. So the caching strategy
decreases the run time of LOO by orders of magnitude.
5. Discussion
The research presented in this study is an empirical investigation of the SMs that are widely employed in SEE studies. An
experimental investigation of the SMs with regard to their tradeoff between multiple factors such as B&V, run-times and ease of
replication is an imminent issue for SEE. For example, a recent special issue in Empirical Software Engineering Journal discusses the
problem of conclusion instability in software engineering (Menzies
and Shepperd, 2012). The issues related to data sampling and
how various SMs are used to sample data are listed as one of the
likely culprits of the conclusion instability problem. Another critical note to make is that the manuscripts submitted by industry
and academia researchers unanimously mention that the instability of the proposed results in software engineering is a fundamental
problem to tackle.
In this paper, we investigated different aspects of SMs on
SEE data sets such as B&V, run-times and ease of replication. A
practitioner investigating the SEE literature is likely to ﬁnd a dauntingly large space of studies, conducted on different data sets and
employing different SMs and sometimes with contradictory recommendations. In other words, SEE also suffers from the instability
problem observed in software engineering (Menzies and Shepperd,
2012). We believe investigating the reasons behind the instability
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problem is required, particularly when the practitioner audiences
are concerned. For example, for companies willing to optimize
their SEE methodologies, experimentation turns out to be a critical
factor. Currently, to the best of our knowledge, there is no experimental evaluation of the effects of different SMs on SEE data sets.
This study serves providing this experimental evaluation.
Prior to experimental evaluation, our intuition was that LOO suffers from over ﬁtting the training data. Because, LOO uses the largest
training set in comparison to other SMs, which makes it susceptible
to the noise within the training data. As a result, we expected to see
the reﬂection of the over ﬁtting on the error rate, hence on the B&V
values (recall that B&V are associated with the squared error).
Although, we did not observe the expected behavior of different
SMs on a large corpus of public data sets, the practitioners should be
cautious about the importance of locality in software engineering
data sets (Menzies et al., 2011; Bettenburg et al., 2012). Locality,
i.e. that the properties of locally related projects differ from that
of the global space is also an important property of SEE data sets.
Therefore, the observed behavior of B&V values may change for the
local proprietary space of a particular organization. Particularly the
fact that LOO may result in over ﬁtting for certain data sets should be
kept in mind. A practitioner making use of the information provided
in this manuscript may think that her/his local domain changes
considerably, in comparison to the organizations from which the
data sets of Fig. 5 are collected. In such a case, she/he should use
the proposed experimentation in this study so as to re-evaluate the
trade-offs between sampling methods.
6. Conclusions
To the best of our knowledge, in the ﬁeld of SEE, this is the ﬁrst
empirical investigation on B&V and runtime trade-off inherent in
different SMs.
Our experimentation investigates a large space of 90 algorithms
and 20 datasets. The results present the surprising ﬁnding that B&V
values in SEE domain behave quite different than the expected:
• Measured in terms of B&V, different SMs are not statistically different.
• Similarity of SMs also persists in terms of the run times. See in
Fig. 11 that the biggest run time difference is between 3Way and
10Way, which is 780 s (13 min) or only a 7% difference in runtimes between the methods. However, note that some coding
techniques(e.g. caching distance results in ABE0 − kNN variants)
can signiﬁcantly lower LOO run times.
Thus we see the contributions of this paper as:
• The ﬁrst systematic investigation of B&V trade-off in SEE domain
• An extensive experimentation of 20 datasets and 90 algorithms
• Showing that B&V trade-off and run times of SMs are not the main
concerns for SEE
• Recommendation based on experimental concerns:
- For reproducibility, we prefer LOO since this avoids nondeterministic selection of train and test sets.
Of course our results are not devoid of validity threats. To be
able to calculate the bias values an assumption regarding the true
model is required to be made (since we cannot know the true
model). Following Molinaro et al. we used the assumption that
a learner trained on the whole dataset may be taken as the true
model (Molinaro et al., 2005). Another threat is the implementation
of the algorithms. Although we used standard functions from MATLAB libraries, there is still considerable amount of code into which
standard functions were embedded. Therefore, run-times will be
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different in other implementations. However, since all SMs are run
on the same code-base, the relative position of SMs in terms of runtimes would remain the same. Another validity threat concerning
the run-times is the particular machine on which the experiments
are run. Similar to implementation, different machines will yield
different run-times, but the relative position of SMs will remain
the same.
The choice of SMs in this work depends on the literature using
one or more of datasets used here. On the other hand, different
choices of SMs may also have an effect on the results. While we
acknowledge this issue, we note that this study, based on 90 algorithms and 20 datasets is far more extensive than the majority of
the SEE studies.
We ﬁnish this study with recommendations based on our empirical ﬁndings:
• Different SMs only introduce a negligible B&V difference,
• SMs have similar run times,
• The main factor to consider when opting for an SM is the reproduction of experiments.
3Way and 10Way (and any otherN-Way method) use stochastic
selection for train and test sets. This can result in conclusion instability when one researcher tries to reproduce the results of another.
Hence, we recommend LOO over 3Way and 10Way for SEE studies.
The clear future direction of this work is to explain the curious
observation that bias and variance are very similar in different SM
methods. It is as though some factor other than the selected SM is a
forcing function generating a ceiling effect where all the B&V values
are very high. Our suspicion is that our data sets are so small, and
their internal variability is so high, that the topology of their separation is a factor more important than the SM. Recently, we have had
much success in mapping and exploiting that topology (Kocaguneli
et al., 2011).
Appendix A. Prediction methods
This study uses 90 algorithms, which are product of 10 preprocessors combined with 9 learners. The details of the learners
as well as the pre-processors are provided below.
A.1. Ten pre-processors
In this study, we investigate:
• Three simple preprocessors: none, norm, and log;
• One feature synthesis methods called PCA;
• Two feature selection methods: SFS (sequential forward selection)
and SWreg;
• Four discretization methods: divided on equal frequency/width.
None is the simplest preprocessor – all values are unchanged.
With the norm preprocessor, numeric values are normalized to
a 0–1 interval using Eq. 3. Normalization means that no variable
has a greater inﬂuence than any other.

component accounts for as much of the remaining variability as
possible.
Some of the preprocessors aim at ﬁnding a subset of all features according to certain criteria such as SFS (sequential forward
selection) and SWR (stepwise regression). SFS adds features into
an initially empty set until no improvement is possible with the
addition of another feature. Whenever the selected feature set is
enlarged, some oracle is called to assess the value of that set of features. In this study, we used the MATLAB, objective function (which
reports the the mean-squared-error of a simple linear regression
on the training set). One caution to be made here is that exhaustive
search algorithms over all features can be very time consuming (2n
combinations in an n-feature dataset), therefore SFS works only in
forward direction (no backtracking).
SWR adds and removes features from a multi-linear model.
Addition and removal is controlled by the p-value in an F-Statistic.
At each step, the F-statistics for two models (models with/out one
feature) are calculated.
Discretizers are pre-processors that maps every numeric value
in a column of data into a small number of discrete values:
• width3bin: This procedure clumps the data features into 3 bins,
depending on equal width of all bins see Eq. (4).
binWidth = ceiling

max(allValues) − min(allValues)
n

(4)

• width5bin: Same as width3bin except we use 5 bins.
• freq3bin: Generates 3 bins of equal population size;
• freq5bin: Same as freq3bin, only this time we have 5 bins.
A.2. Nine learners
Based on our reading of the effort estimation literature, we identiﬁed nine commonly used learners that divide into
•
•
•
•

Two instance-based learners: ABE0-1NN, ABE0-5NN;
Two iterative dichotomizers: CART(yes),CART(no);
A neural net: NNet;
Four regression methods: LReg, PCR, PLSR, SWReg.

Instance-based learning can be used for analogy-based estimation
(ABE). Since it is not practical to experiment with the all ABE variants, we focus on two standard variants. ABE0 is our name for a
very basic type of ABE that we derived from various ABE studies (Mendes et al., 2003; Li et al., 2009; Kadoda et al., 2000). In
ABE0-kNN, features are ﬁrstly normalized to 0–1 interval, then the
distance between test and train instances is measured according to
Euclidean distance function, k nearest neighbors are chosen from
the training set and ﬁnally for ﬁnding estimated value (a.k.a adaptation procedure) the median of k nearest neighbors is calculated.
We explored two different k:

(3)

• ABE0-1NN: Only the closest analogy is used. Since the median of
a single value is itself, the estimated value in ABE0-1NN is the
actual effort value of the closest analogy.
• ABE0-5NN: The 5 closest analogies are used for adaptation.

With the log preprocessor, all numerics are replaced with their
natural logarithm value. This logging procedure minimizes the
effects of the occasional very large numeric values.
Principal component analysis (Alpaydin, 2004), or PCA, is a feature synthesis preprocessor that converts a number of possibly
correlated variables into a smaller number of uncorrelated variables called components. The ﬁrst component accounts for as much
of the variability in the data as possible, and each succeeding

Iterative Dichotomizers seek the best attribute value splitter that
most simpliﬁes the data that fall into the different splits. Each such
splitter becomes a root of a tree. Sub-trees are generated by calling iterative dichotomization recursively on each of the splits. The
CART iterative dichotomizer (Breiman et al., 1984) is deﬁned for
continuous target concepts and its splitters strive to reduce the GINI
index of the data that falls into each split. In this study, we use two
variants:

normalizedValue =

actualValue − min(allValues)
max(allValues) − min(allValues)
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• CART (yes): This version prunes the generated tree using crossvalidation. For each cross-validation, an internal node is made
into a leaf (thus pruning its sub-nodes). The sub-tree that resulted
in the lowest error rate is returned.
• CART (no): Uses the full tree (no pruning).

In Neural Nets, or NNet, an input layer of project details is connected to zero or more “hidden” layers which then connect to an
output node (the effort prediction). The connections are weighted.
If the signal arriving to a node sums to more than some threshold,
the node “ﬁres” and a weight is propagated across the network.
Learning in a neural net compares the output value to the expected
value, then applies some correction method to improve the edge
weights (e.g. back propagation). Our NNet uses three layers.
This study also uses four regression methods. LReg is a simple
linear regression algorithm. Given the dependent variables, this
learner calculates the coefﬁcient estimates of the independent variables. SWreg is the stepwise regression. As a pre-processor SWreg
is used to select features for other learners, here we use SWreg
as a learner (that is, the predicted value is a regression result
using the features selected by the last step of SWreg). Partial Least
Squares Regression (PLSR) as well as Principal Components Regression (PCR) are algorithms that are used to model a dependent
variable. While modeling an independent variable, they both construct new independent variables as linear combinations of original
independent variables. However, the ways they construct the new
independent variables are different. PCR generates new independent variables to explain the observed variability in the actual ones.
While generating new variables the dependent variable is not considered at all. In that respect, PCR is similar to selection of n-many
components via PCA (the default value of components to select is 2
in MATLAB implementation, so we used it that way) and applying
linear regression. PLSR, on the other hand, considers the independent variable and picks up the n-many of the new components
(again with a default value of 2) that yield lowest error rate. Due to
this particular property of PLSR, it usually results in a better ﬁtting.
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